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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tenpin Bowling Australia [TBA] Board and Executive Management team are embarking on a bold vision to modernise the sport and position itself for future success in a rapidly changing sport market place.
TBA is hosting major World Cup events; establishing a new domestic premier league competition; purchased a Tenpin facility to operate [in part] as a HP Centre of Excellence; have a well balanced skills-
based Board; and, an experienced sport management team implementing the sport’s new strategic plan.

Australia has achieved some remarkable medal success on the world stage – none more so, than current World Number 1, Jason Belmonte. The sport has a raw athlete talent pool and many dedicated
volunteer coaches across the system. A significant majority of athletes are ‘finding their own way’ to success in what is an unclear pathway and sub-optimal National Training Squad program. There is
positive intent across the HP program with some isolated pockets of quality work, however the overall ‘system’ has not kept pace with the evolution of TBA or the Australian HP system more broadly.
Transformation is now required particularly in the areas of HP leadership, strategy, coaching and culture if the sport is going to fulfil its ultimate long-term HP ambition to participate (and win medals) at
future Commonwealth or Olympic Games programs.

TBA commissioned this strategic HP review to explore the current state of TBA’s HP Program, benchmark against good practice and identify the gaps and most critical areas to maintain or improve to deliver
sustainable international podium performances – inspiring performances to unite and and grow the passionate bowling community. Review of plans, policies and other relevant documentation across the
sport was conducted along with 30+ hours of individual stakeholder consultations; 42 responses were received from the athletes/coach/officials feedback survey; and, NTS athlete and coach focus group
discussions. Qualitative feedback was aggregated, segmented (and tested) into 4 key insight areas and the highest priority performance drivers. A total of 13 key recommendations aligned to the
performance drivers are for TBA Board consideration:

It’s time to build the…..’foundations for systematic sustainable high performance success’.

1. TRANSFORM HP LEADERSHIP AND PLANNING

2. REMODEL PROGRAM STRUCTURE

3. MODERNISE HP COACHING SYSTEM:

4. RE-SET CULTURE AND STANDARDS
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PURPOSE - WHAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE?:
Tenpin Bowling Australia ‘s HP system delivers repeatable and sustainable podium performances at World Cups and other pinnacle events that inspires, connects and grows the  
bowling community [aligned to TBA’s strategy and values]

STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENT:
Independent strategic HP review that:
1. Reviews and analyses ‘current state’ against domestic and international HP best practice – contextualised for scale, resourcing and HP program maturity
2. Identifies strengths to leverage, gaps and opportunities within a future focused HP operating environment – incremental priorities across multiple time horizons
3. Captures qualitative insights and proposes evidenced-based recommendations - increasing probability of international success

AREAS OF INVESTIGATION:
 Strategy and targets
 Program and staffing structure/s
 Coaching and technical leadership
 Daily training and camp-based environments
 International and domestic competition
 Pathway feeder/underpinning and talent identification programs and initiatives
 Sport science, medicine, technology and innovation
 Culture

PROJECT SCOPE AND TERMS OF REFERENCE
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METHODOLOGY 

pl
an

- Desk-top audit and review all HP 
program plans, performance results 
and trajectories, policies and reviews
- Identify most critical areas of 
investigation and benchmark Tenpin 
countries and other relevant Australian 
HP sport programs 
- Agree targeted consultation list
- Capture sport context and what 
success would look like across multiple 
time horizons aligned to pinnacle event 
timing

ex
pl

or
e - Design and co-create interview and 

survey questions for qualitative 
feedback and analysis
- Forecast/predict future operating 
environment, trends and needs
- International and domestic 
benchmarking and good practice
- Conduct 1:1 interviews and identify 
key themes and opportunities
- Initial draft insights/findings and test 
assumptions

de
ve

lo
p - HP Coach and Athlete Workshop & 

Focus Group – 3 Sept, Wodonga
- Refine insights/findings, 
recommendations and prioritised key 
actions
- Explore risk/benefit of alternatives or 
substitutes
- Draft report recommendations to 
CEO for consideration
- Refinement and final report to TBA 
Board – 16 September 2022

9 June – 15 July 16 July – 24 August 25 August– 16 September
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STORYLINE AND ROADMAP

Tenpin athletes have periodically 
delivered medal success for Australia on 
the world stage 

…..quality coaching, repetitive and 
effective technical/tactical training 
practice, mental skill development at an 
early age are the most critical enablers to 
enhance athlete development

Significant coaching focus on technical 
aspects of HP bowling but with little 
systematic approach to the holistic 
development of the person/athlete -
minimal referral and engagement of 
additional specialist expertise

NTS is providing an appropriate vehicle to 
develop and support athletes within the 
pathway but challenges exist within its 
selection process, leadership and 
implementation

Influencing and impacting the daily 
training environment with better 
communication and collaboration with 
personal/private coaches essential

A united and collaborative NTS coaching 
team with a shared philosophy, 
transparent selection process and 
criteria, agree culture and clear KPIs is 
required to align the system

TBA must increase its direct athlete 
investment to assist with driving training 
requirements, higher standards and 
behaviours – will enable opportunity for 
improved accountability

TBA needs to step up and nationally lead 
the HP program but it can’t do it on its 
own….better support (and low-cost 
solutions) need to be leveraged from 
other partners to support the highest 
potential athletes and coaches

Many talented Australian athletes have 
found (and funded) their own-way to 
deliver success through an unclear HP 
pathway 

Training specificity aligned to 
international competition requirements is 
a must – i.e. lane patterns, competition 
structures, etc.

It is anticipated the HP change process 
will not be easy and TBA must focus on 
getting the critical few priorities right 
early in the process to establish credibility 
and build some momentum 
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Technology will play a key role in 
equipment and performance analysis in 
the future and will impact athlete 
development and performance 
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OVERVIEW

 Evolving and modern NSO with ‘refreshing’ bold vision and drive to make a difference………prepared to move into uncharted waters

 Contemporary blend of corporate, multi-sport and sport specific expertise on the Board and Executive Management teams

 Passionate stakeholders and volunteers committing significant discretionary time to advance the sport

 Profitable centres and market relevant recreational activity [but membership and league bowling under threat]

HIGH PERFORMANCE 

 Isolated pockets of exceptional athlete podium performances on the world stage – Aussies know how to win!

 Raw talent and committed athlete group/s resourcing their own training and competition campaigns

 Successful bid to host World and Para World Cup and development of Tenpin Premier League

 New TBA owned Suncity Tenpin Facility and opportunity to add significant value to the HP program

 Some Australian coaching expertise recognisied internationally

 Belmo!

SUMMARISED FEEDBACK
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…….while there are many positives, TBA’s HP Program has not kept pace with the modernisation and evolution of the sport, the 
broader Australia HP system or HP good practice



TRANSFORM                      
HP LEADERSHIP AND 

PLANNING

REMODEL        
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

MODERNISE                  
HP COACHING SYSTEM

RE-SET                 
CULTURE AND 
STANDARDS

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS

2 3 41
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…..the following performance drivers are identified as the most critical enablers to increase the probability of future sustainable international success



INITIAL NEXT STEPS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Phase 1

1. Communicate the findings and recommendations from the HP Program strategic review including sharing a summary overview pack

2. Establish a project team and regular monitoring process for the implementation plan

3. Develop the success profile for the new High Performance Director role, draft job description, go to market and immediately commence the HP leadership recruitment process

4. Establish the HP Advisory Group, develop a Terms of Reference for the group and Board immediately appoint a suitable Chairperson

5. Review National Training Squad (NTS) structure

Phase 2

6. Collaboratively develop a new multi-cycle HP strategy with clear vision, performance targets, values and priorities

7. Develop a 90 day plan to review and implement the remaining recommendations from the HP Program Review aligned to the new strategy 

Ensuring a deliberate timebound implementation plan will be critical to guide the sequential actions required to enhance the performance, sophistication and credibility of TBA’s HP Program. The theoretical or
traditional model of strategy, structure, staffing (i.e. form follows function) was considered, however given the findings and unique circumstances of TBA’s HP program it is proposed to immediately recruit for a
new High Performance Director and Chair of HP Advisory Group. These two critical positions will be integral in shaping the new HP strategy and implementing phase 2 recommendations

Implementing the recommendations from this HP Program strategic review, and operating with urgency, will be important to keep the momentum and interest generated from this project. It is recommended a
project team (chaired by the CEO) with a cross section HP staff/stakeholders/athlete representatives oversee the plan with designated senior project implementation manager.
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October 2022

By end 
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APPENDIX 1: STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION LIST
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Online or phone 1:1 interviews: n=18

Jerome Joseph TBA Chairman

Matt To’omua TBA Director

Rohan O’Neill TBA CEO

Kristie Middleton TBA General Manager Operations

Mike Griffith HP Manager and Coach Education

Cara Honeychurch Professional Bowler and former TBA CEO
Athletics Australia, General Manager - Corporate Service

Geoff Bowness Head Coach National Training Squad – Youth

Shane Bernhardt Head Coach National Training Squad – Junior

Robert Alexander Head Coach National Training Squad – Adult

Eric Jang Head Coach National Training Squad – Masters

Kendra Cameron-Curry Program Director–High Performance, USA Bowling Congress

Jason Belmonte Professional Bowler and 6 Time PBA Player of the Year

Morty Douglass TBA National Bowling and Facility Manager

Gary Beck Teen Masters Founder (USA)

Mark Perry Event Manager (including CEO Targa Tasmania)

Paul Delany Director – 3D Lanes Pty Ltd

Geoff Sara Coach

Chris Batson Coach and coach educator

Survey responses: n=42

- NTS athletes
- Coaches
- Officials / stakeholders [National and State/Territory]

Focus groups: NTS Coaches and athletes :  n= ~40 total

- 3 September 2022 in Wodonga

Sound data set and qualitative information received including:
 100+ data points
 30+ hours  of interviews
 50+ pages of notes
 42 written survey responses
 2 focus groups
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